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Abstract
This paper considers some of the issues aecting the use and readability of electronic
journals These issues are considered in relation to prototype electronic journals implemented
using Adobe Acrobat the Mosaic browser for the World Wide Web	  and the Guide
hypertext system
 The potential of each system as a vehicle for electronic journal provision
is discussed
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 Introduction
According to publishers at the  Book Fair electronic journals have now arrived 	 The
concept of the online journal has been in existence for some time
 indeed it is claimed that there
were by  already one hundred and thirty strictly electronic journals in circulation 	
Despite this proliferation the future form and organisation of such publications is still wide open
for debate	
This paper considers some of the issues a
ecting the use and readability of electronic journals	
These issues are considered in relation to Adobe Acrobat the Mosaic browser for the World
Wide Web  and the Guide hypertext system	
The paper rst discusses the concept of the electronic journal and introduces the three systems	
The techniques that people use to read and skim paperbased journals are considered and an
attempt is made to identify which of these could be constructively replicated in electronic form	
The availability or the potential for development of appropriate online tools to aid journal users is
discussed in relation to Acrobat Mosaic and Guide	 This discussion is illustrated using prototype
electronic journals based on each of the three systems	 Following from this the potential of each
as a vehicle for electronic journal provision is assessed	
 Electronic Journals
Opinion di
ers as to what constitutes or should constitute an electronic journal	 A journal may
be dened as any collection of learned articles which has been accepted via the peer review
process for publication as part of a series 	
An electronic journal could then be dened as a journal in which the end product is available
electronically whether this is over the network or via storage devices such as the CDROM	 How
ever this discounts many of the products currently describing themselves as electronic journals
not least because the majority do not employ the peer review process	

The constituents of the collection of learned articles may also di
er for an electronic journal	
It could be argued that electronic dissemination does away with the need to package articles into
journal issues	 Articles can be published as soon they are accepted by the journals editorial board
thus minimising publication delays	 In this environment an issue based on the dates of article
submissions may lose credibility	 However the concept of special issues on particular subjects
may still be valid and personalised journal issues containing articles of particular interest to an
individual subscriber become a possibility	
As to whether the journal itself is an appropriate metaphor to carry over to electronic form
Pullinger  points out that a journal is more than a set of articles	 Not only does it contain non
articlebased information such as indexes it also provides a focus for the readership community
and a forum for discussion	 Indeed some publishers have introduced bulletin boards for particular
journal titles in order to encourage informal discussion among their readership	 Readers need to
be provided with some method of knowing where and how to look for the latest details of work in
a particular eld	 If papers are not to be presented as predetermined collections this awareness
function needs to be provided in some other way	
A continuing problem for electronic journals is that of credibility	 One of the main functions
of an academic journal is the recognition it provides for an authors work	 Paper journals have an
established reputation and therefore carry authority	 The peer refereeing of papers enhances this
authority	 Electronic journals that formally referee submissions are as yet in the minority	 This
problem of credibility does not look as if it will disappear in the near future	 It appears that the
technical issues involved in electronic journal proliferation may not be as problematic as political
and social issues	
 Acrobat Mosaic and Guide
This section introduces the main features of Acrobat Guide and Mosaic	 In each case it gives
a brief introduction to the underlying representation used by the system and shows how this
inuences the facilities provided	 Examples of prototype electronic journals implemented using
each of the three systems are discussed	
Sections  to  discuss the systems in more detail with particular reference to electronic journal
presentation	
  Acrobat
The Acrobat suite of software uses the Portable Document Format PDF  as its underlying
representation	 PDF may be regarded as a version of PostScript  with additional features for
online presentation and browsing of documents	 Thus Acrobat provides a high quality pagebased
representation of a document similar to that provided by a PostScript previewer together with
a limited range of features for browsing and hypertext linking	
PDF supports all the device and resolutionindependent page descriptions familiar to PostScript
users	 The imaging model is the same but PDF also provides the following features for online
viewing
  simple hypertext links
  annotations and bookmarks
  thumbnail sketches of pages
PDF notation is essentially the same as PostScript	 For example a typical link in Version  of
Acrobat might contain the following information

Figure  An article page from EPodd viewed using Exchange
 Type  Annot
 Subtype  Link
 Rect      	
 Border     	
 Dest  
  R FitR 
    	
This species the source of the link the location of a rectangular area on the current page
and border information and its destination the page number location of rectangular area and
information on how it should be displayed	 The use of the hypertext features is discussed further
in Sections  and 	
Acrobat itself comprises four software tools Distiller PDFWriter Exchange and Reader	
PDF les may be created either by converting PostScript les to PDF using the Distiller or by
creating them directly from applications via the pseudo printer driver PDFWriter 	 Hypertext
features may be included at this stage via a new PostScript operator pdfmark introduced for
this purpose	 Online presentation and browsing of PDF documents is via the Exchange software	
This allows links annotations and bookmarks to be created and used	 The Reader is a limited
version of the Exchange software	
Acrobat was rst announced in late 	 In Version  only intradocument links are possible	
Version  announced in October  introduces further facilities including iterdocument links	
In summary Acrobat aims to exploit the enormous international investment in PostScript and
provides hypertext facilities on top of the PostScript imaging model	

 The CAJUN Project
Acrobat is being used for electronic journal dissemination by the CAJUN CDROM Acrobat
Journals Using Networks project
 
	 The archives of several journals including Wileys Electronic
PublishingOrigination Dissemination and Design EPodd have been converted to PDF	 A
sample volume from EPodd is used throughout this paper to illustrate the ideas discussed	 Figure
 shows a page from the CAJUN version of an EPodd article	 A new release of the EPodd archive
using Acrobat Version  is expected in the last quarter of  	
The CAJUN project is ongoing and further work is intended in network dissemination	 Smith
et al  describe the two categories of network dissemination as push and pull	 In the former
information is transferred to subscribers by the publisher	 The latter refers to the more exible
approach whereby subscribers access information of their choice	
Initially CAJUN concentrated on the push approach	 Sample papers were sent to chosen test
sites both via CDROM and using le transfer methods	 More recently sample PDF papers have
been made available for the pull approach via network information tools such as Gopher World




NCSA Mosaic is a distributed hypermedia browser for information retrieval over the Internet	 It is
based on the World Wide Web WWW technology and uses WWWs HTML Hypertext Markup
Language  as its underlying representation	
HTML is a simple application of the SGML standard 	 It is a straightforward markup
system using SGML tags and attributes to identify items such as titles paragraphs and links	 A
simple example is shown below





















 H tags mark the beginning and end of a main heading and the 
UL and 
LI
tags indicate the start of a list and items within the list respectively	 Links or anchors are
indicated by 
A tags	 The link name is given by the text between the 
A and 
 A tags and the
link target i	e	 the document that is displayed when the link is selected is identied by giving
its Universal Resource Locator or URL

as the value of an href attribute in the 
A tag	 In
the example above the URLs are simple local le names but they may specify the protocol to be
used to access the target and its location as well	 For example
hrefhttp  wwwukcacuk complab servicehtml
Unlike Acrobat Mosaic documents are not pagebased
 their contents are presented as contin
uous scrolls formatted dynamically to t the window size	
Mosaic aims to provide a unied interface to the various protocols data formats and informa
tion archives used on the Internet	 It is based on a clientserver architecture in which servers
at specic Internet sites respond to queries sent by clients from anywhere on the Internet	 A
unit of information sent from a server to a client is referred to as a document	 This document
may be almost any form of information from a standalone textle to the result of a database
 
Based at the University of Nottingham and jointly funded by John Wiley  Sons Ltd and Chapman and Hall
Ltd

Further information concerning access of sample CAJUN documents via Gopher World Wide Web and anony
mous ftp may be obtained from circuscsnottacuk

Further information about URLs may be found at the following WWW address
httpinfocernchhypertextWWWAddressingAddressinghtml

Figure  An EPodd article viewed using Mosaic
query	 Thus documents dont have to exist as les
 they can be virtual documents generated by
a server in response to a query or document name	 In fact a document can be anything that
is available somewhere on the network through some networkbased access mechanism	
Mosaic makes no attempt to hide the distributed nature of its documents	 Typically when
the user clicks on a link Mosaic displays a new document and the user is made aware of this via
presentation of the URL at the bottom of the window	
In summary Mosaic is specially designed to exploit the variety of information available in
WWW and to aid browsing and searching in this very large information space	 The use of HTML
as its underlying representation helps it to capture the logical structure of documents	
 Journals in Mosaic
Project MUSE enables WWW access to scholarly journals published by the John Hopkins Uni
versity Press

	 The initial prototype provides access to current issues of three journals
Congurations Modern Language Notes and English Literary Historyvia a Mosaic server	
Like CAJUN MUSE aims to provide journal access with facilities that cannot be provided in
print	 MUSE also aims to develop a costing model for network access and in the longer term to
make works of scholarship available at reasonable prices to University Libraries and the academic
community	 If funds can be raised the Press hopes to make about forty of its journals available
in this way in advance of the printed version	
In addition to access via a variety of indexes MUSE o
ers hypertext links to notes and il
lustrations searches and voice and textual annotations	 Users can exploit Mosaics facilities to
download text for printing and build up hot lists of frequently accessed documents	

Further information may be accessed on the MUSE project at the following WWW address
httpmusemsejhuedu

To facilitate comparison of the three systems sections of a volume of EPodd have been con
verted into HTML
 an example article abstract displayed using Mosaic is shown in Figure 	
   Guide
Guide is a hypertext system running on UNIX workstations	 It is a true hypertext system
designed to free documents from the constraints of paper	 As with Mosaic a Guide document
is not pagebased
 it is best thought of as a single continuous scroll with sections folded behind
buttons	 A document is often presented initially as a summary or an index that allows the reader
to select buttons to reveal details of areas of interest	 Guide may also be used like a cardbased
hypertext system where information is presented as a series of separate nodes with links leading
from one node to another	
Guide documents may contain a mixture of text and images but the imagingmodel is relatively
simple and the text formatting is designed for online presentation	 Again as in Mosaic text
formatting changes dynamically if the window size changes	 Unlike many hypertext systems
however Guide supports contexts which allow the logical document structure to be captured	
This helps with intelligent searching and systematic formatting all titles to be presented in a
particular font for example 	
Guide has its own underlying representation	 This is based on the ro command format
with document content interspersed with rolike markup	 An example of a simple button and
its replacement text is




Text to be inserted inline when Button is selected
This may contain further nested buttons
rE
where Bu and bU delimit the button name and Re and rE delimit the replacement information
shown when the button is selected	 Button denitions may be nested to provide a hierarchical
structure	 In addition to this extremely simple syntax extensions to the button name may specify
complex actions that allow the replacement for the button to be found elsewhere or generated
dynamically by running external programs	 Two very simple examples are
Bu u  n
Jekyll alias Hyde in RLStevenson
bU
Bu u  n
Current date and time run date
bU
The rst example causes the button Jekyll to obtain its replacement from a button called Hyde
in a separate le called RLStevenson the second causes the button Current date and time to
obtain its replacement dynamically by running the UNIX command date	
The button name extensions constitute a simple language that is interpreted by Guide when the
button is selected thus providing the system with a great deal of exibility and programmability	
The examples above show that the same information may appear at di
erent places within a
document by using alias and that Guide can be used as a frontend to other systems such as
information retrieval software by using run	
A recent addition to Guide  allows information to be accessed remotely across the Internet
and inserted into the document as a replacement for a button	 This is done using a mechanism
similar to the URL concept used in Mosaic	

Figure  An EPodd article viewed using the Guide prototype application
Guide provides an authoring mode which allows users to create buttons dynamically	 Authors
do not need to be aware of the underlying representation but they do need to understand the
facilities provided by the button name extensions in order to specify complex actions	
In summary Guide provides a exible means of representing electronic documents based on
a continuous scroll metaphor	 It emphasises hypertext features and exibility rather than high
quality formatting and has simple networking facilities	
 Documents in Guide
Many large paper documents have been converted into Guide   but there has been no
signicant Guide implementation of an online journal	 A prototype Guide version of a Volume of
EPodd was therefore developed to demonstrate the capabilities of Guide in this context	 Figure
 shows a typical Guide screen from this prototype	
 Browsing and Reading Journals Online
In order to determine the most appropriate form of presentation for electronic journals we must
work backwards from a consideration of how we read hardcopy journals to a determination of
why we use these particular methods	 Only then can we distinguish the underlying principles of
readability from the limitations imposed by a paperbased technology	 We can then ensure that
we translate into electronic form only those hardcopy features that aid readability	
The di
ering information needs of users lead to di
ering modes of document perusal	 For
example users often skim journals for general information concerning their structure and the
content of individual articles	 In addition they may study particular papers in more depth	
Sections  and  discuss some of the techniques that readers have evolved for reading and
skimming paperbased journals and the journal features that reinforce or encourage these tech

niques	 An attempt is made to identify those features which could be constructively replicated in
electronic form and to consider the potential of each of the three systems to provide these features	
Section  considers these issues in relation to browsing journals and their constituent articles	
Section  discusses the more detailed study of articles	 The CAJUN and MUSE projects and the
Guide and Mosaic EPodd journal prototypes are used to illustrate the issues raised	
As already mentioned the form in which electronic journal articles will be packaged in the
future is open for debate	 Users may access or be provided with collections of articles ordered
for example by keyword date author citation volume or issue	 Alternatively they may access
individual articles from a remote database chosen using the same criteria	 In the case of Guide
and Mosaic individual articles and other features such as reviews and notices may be stored at
di
erent locations across a network	 Due to the lack of interdocument links in Acrobat Version
 it is assumed for the purposes of this paper that a collection of articles and features is held in
one PDF le	 This enables cross references between for example indexes and articles	
 Browsing Journals
A welldesigned hardcopy journal has a clearly dened structure at both the journal and individual
article level	 Although this structure may di
er from one title to another it should be easily
recognisable to the user thus simplifying the tasks of orientation navigation and information
retrieval	
Paperbased journals have developed conventions for presenting information concerning their
content and structure	 Some general conventions or standards will need to be developed for the
electronic presentation of such information so that readers can instinctively access the various
features of an electronic journal without any previous knowledge of that journals setup	 Such
features might include the contents page any indexes and general information concerning the
journal such as notes for authors and subscription details	 In addition each article and its sub
components should be instinctively accessible	 For paperbased journals this implies knowing
where the various components are	 For electronic journals the user may not need to know the
actual location of a component
 the emphasis may rather be on knowing how to access them	
It is necessary to consider what might constitute appropriate default access browsing and
navigation tools for electronic journals and how these tools should function	 For example how
does a user choose a hypertext link and what result does this choice have The answer to such
questions may di
er for electronic journals and other documents	
 Indexes
However articles are packaged or accessed some form of indexing will be required whether locally
or at the remote source	 For all three systems active indexes based on the hypertext facilities
have the potential to add extra value to that provided by paperbased journals	
 Acrobat
As indicated in Section  crossarticle links may be simulated with Version  Acrobat software
by storing several concatenated articles in a single le	 As a result the initial version of the
CAJUN EPodd archive on CDROM is organised into volumes	 Each PDF le represents one
volume	 Thus links may be made from volume contents pages keyword and author indexes to the
appropriate papers	 This allows for immediate access to articles or features via a simple mouse
click on the relevant index item	
A sample author index page is illustrated in Figure 	 The page numbers of the original hard
copy version have been retained to allow for situations in which one author name refers to more
than one article	 In this case clicking on the author name or rst page number results in the
display of the rst relevant article	 Clicking on a di
erent page number will display the article
starting on that page	 This solution to the problem of multiple references is only meaningful in
pagebased viewing systems	

Figure  An Author Index displayed using Exchange
Following an Acrobat hypertext link such as an index item results in the display switching to
the page on which the link destination appears	 Thus the reader loses sight of the index although
they may return to this view using the navigation feature described in Section 		 This temporary
loss of context parallels the situation in following an index item in a paperbased journal	
The bookmark is a builtin hypertext feature which may be used in an indexing role	 Book
marks can also provide an outline of an article as illustrated in Figure 	
In this example the bookmarks are nested main headings being represented by top level
bookmarks subheadings by the next level down and so on	 Papers can optionally be set up so
that on opening them only those bookmarks above a specied level are initially visible	 In this
case further levels of bookmarks can be opened out by clicking on the triangle associated with the
visible bookmark entry	 In Figure  the top level bookmarks and one set of lower level bookmarks
are visible	
In the papers distributed by the CAJUN project the bookmark facility is set up during devel
opment of the PDF le to provide a contents summary based on section headings and subheadings	
Bookmarks can also be added using Exchange by choosing the appropriate option from the Edit
menu	 Userdened bookmarks may be added to any provided by the PDF document developer	
 Mosaic
As access to information via Mosaic is based on the traversal of a network of links the development
of contents pages author or keyword indexes is straightforward	 However as Mosaic does not
incorporate the concept of a page it is not possible to distinguish between multiple occurrences
of the same author or key word using page numbers	 One solution to this problem is illustrated
in Figure  in which each of the Roman numerals after the author name Brown for example
indicates a link to a di
erent article	
As with Acrobat and Guide Mosaic hypertext links are activated by pointing and clicking

Figure  An Author Index in Mosaic
using a mouse	 Via a single click of the left mouse button the Mosaic document associated with
a link is displayed in the current window	 A click of the middle mouse button results in the
document appearing in a new window	 This may then be positioned and sized by the user to
enable the link source and destination to be viewed simultaneously	
Although MUSE provides hypertext links within articles and to articles via the table of con
tents it relies on search facilities to a greater extent than does CAJUN as described in Section
		
Whereas Acrobats bookmark feature provides access to points within a single document Mo
saics hotlist feature also enables access to di
erent documents	 It allows users to store important
or oftenaccessed hyperlinks such as the reference pages of an article	 As illustrated in Figure 
the hotlist window displays the titles of stored documents in the order they were added	 Users
can visit any listed document by choosing the title	 A function exists to allow a hotlist to be sent
in HTML form to another user via email	 The window history provides a similar function
although in this case a title list of document views accessed in each window is automatically
saved	 As with hotlists any view listed may be accessed by double clicking on its title and the
window history may be mailed to other users	
 Guide
Although Guide has no builtin feature corresponding to either bookmarks or hotlists its exibility
allows equivalent features to be set up easily	
In the prototype the initial view corresponds to the normal contents summary	 Clicking on an
item provides progressively more information about the relevant paper as illustrated in Figure 	
In this way users may see just the Summary a list of subtitles or the entire text	 This is similar
in many respects to the Acrobat bookmark feature but clicking on a title reveals the associated
text at that point in the scroll rather than causing a jump to another page in a separate view	

Figure  The Mosaic Hotlist facility
Figure  Article Details in Guide

Figure  The result of selecting keyword and author indexes and then clicking on the keyword
Automatic indexing
In addition to access via the contents information the prototype also allows access via the
author and keyword indexes of EPodd	 Clicking on the menu item Keyword index or Author
index brings up the appropriate index in a separate view	 Subsequent clicks on an authors name
or a keyword leads to details of all the relevant papers in exactly the same form as via the main
contents view	 This approach maintains the notion of the Guide document as a continuous scroll
with sections hidden behind buttons	 However if required it would be simple to replicate the
Acrobat or Mosaic approach to following index items in which the destination appears as a distinct
document	
To demonstrate the exibility of Guide the keyword index appears in a separate window and
the author index covers the original view	 Figure  shows the result of selecting both indexes and
then clicking on the keyword Automatic indexing	
It would be fairly simple to implement some form of hotlist or window history via a new menu
item and some simple shell scripts which maintain a list of certain types of buttons accessed	
 Link Automation
For the timebeing at least authors will continue to write articles geared in the main for sub
mission to conventional paperbased journals	 Thus the journal articles involved may have been
developed before the question of adding hypertext links becomes relevant	 In this case some of
the central questions are
  Should defaults exist as to which features of an article should be linked
  If so what should these defaults be
  Who will add links to the text

  At what stage of article development will the links be added
The default chosen in Version  of the CAJUN project is to add links to most features in which
there is a crossreference to other parts of the same document	 This includes links to gures
tables equations and referenced sections as well as to cited references and from author and
keyword indexes	 The same defaults appear appropriate for the Mosaic and Guide representations
of EPodd although here interdocument links are also possible	 As well as linking citations to
bibliography pages MUSE also links bibliographic references back to the citations thus providing
additional exibility of navigation	
However the addition of hypertext links may be a timeconsuming and tedious process	 As a
result of this some form of link automation is foreseen in the CAJUN project 	 HTML editors
exist to ease the authoring process for Mosaic documents though currently available editors are
described as inadequate	 As regards Guide the automatic construction of for example
components of indexes is relatively simple due to Guides underlying format and its easy interaction
with other tools	
The time constraints involved in journal production may be even more stringent than in the de
velopment of a oneo
 hypertext system and consistency of journal structure will be of paramount
importance	 These constraints may be limiting factors for the form of tools and features it is
practicable to provide for electronic journals	
 Accessing Other Information
In the CAJUN and MUSE projects and in the Guide prototype hypertext facilities provide access
to information such as the notes for authors details of the editorial board and so on	 In the case
of CAJUN Version  the links destination is always local whereas the destination of links in the
MUSE project and potentially in the Guide prototype may be anywhere on the Internet	 The
advantage of the latter is that such information is always available without it being repeated in
every journal issue	 It has been suggested  that users prefer to retain local copies of information
in case the remote link disappears or the information changes	 However this form of information
would be required only infrequently so that access to a remote link might be acceptable in this
case	 Remote browsing of articles may be less acceptable as discussed below	
  Search and retrieval facilities
All three systems provide basic tools for searching for occurrences of words or phrases within a
document	
If a Mosaic server has a suitable search engine index documents may be made available
 the
reader may use a keyword search on such a document	 The MUSE project allows full text search
over all journal articles	 Words may be combined using the logical connectives and or and not	
Results of searches are ordered so that the articles with the largest number of terms requested
are presented to the user rst	 In addition readers are able to search the tables of contents of all
the journals involved	 This feature is made more useful by the fact that subject headings come
from the Library of Congress subject headings list and are assigned by experienced librarians	
Extensive use of search facilities in addition to hypertext links may be particularly appropriate
in an application such as electronic journal provision in which a large quantity of material must
be processed within strict time constraints	 It reduces the timeconsuming process of manually
adding hypertext links	 This use of sophisticated search facilities is a good example of how the
introduction of online journals may provide an opportunity to improve on the methods currently
employed with their paper equivalents	
Guide includes a simple builtin string search facility that covers all views and may cover
external links as well at the choice of the author	 The search may be limited to certain specied
contexts or to button names	
In the prototype this builtin facility has been tailored to
  Cover the whole of Volume  of EPodd but not to extend to links outside Volume 	

  Use Guides context facility to allow fulltext search or to limit it to the front matter of
papers title author information summary and keywords	
The Contentssearchmenu item as seen in Figure  launches a short dialogue with the user to
specify the string to search for whether to search front matter or full text and whether to start
searching at the beginning of the view or from the current position	
Version  of the Acrobat software introduces a full search and retrieval engine and indexing
capability	
 Browsing Articles
One of the main considerations in the provision of browsing tools is that of speed	 The rapidity
and ease with which a user may pick up a paperbased journal and manually ick through it is
dicult to replicate online particularly when the document is being accessed remotely	
Acrobat provides various features to facilitate movement within documents	 These include the
browse and navigation buttons	 The browse buttons are the group of four arrowheaded buttons
on the tool bar in Figure 	 They allow movement to the rst and last pages of a document and
to the next and previous page in numerical order	 The doubleheaded navigation buttons to the
right of the browse buttons allow users to retrace their steps through a document moving to each
view in the order visited	
Although not as fast as the manual browsing process response time to browse and navigation
buttons is relatively short partly due to the fact that the documents are local	
As Guide and Mosaic do not incorporate the concept of the page the principles of navigation
are slightly di
erent	 Both provide scrolling facilities	 As mentioned in Section 		 Mosaic also
allows the user to view a history of the documents or document views displayed in the current
window	 Users may navigate forward and backward through these documents or move to any one
of them at random	
The replacement of any Guide button may be undone with a single mouse click returning the
user to the original button text or picture	 Thus the user may navigation around the document
by choosing buttons and then undoing their choices	
Another browse tool available in Acrobat is the thumbnail feature as illustrated in Figure 	
This provides a gallery of miniature images of the pages of a document	 As can be seen gure
outlines are clearly distinguishable	 When presented online the text of each page is represented as
a grey area on the thumbnail sketches	 The thumbnail feature is of limited use in electronic journals
as there is little information to be gleaned from the thumbnail sketches except in situations in
which there are a large number of diagrams spread evenly through the paper	 For this reason
and because the concept relies on a pagebased document model the translation of the thumbnail
feature into equivalent features in Mosaic or Guide is not considered	
 Studying a Paper
As well as browsing articles or collections of articles users may also wish to study individual
papers in more depth	 A rst guess at the type of tool which may be useful in this process may be
made by considering the procedures that readers follow when studying a paper copy of an article	
When readers are interested in studying one particular journal paper they often start by
looking up its location in the journals contents page	 Having found its page number they may
nd the rst page and ick through the article to get a feel for its size and structure keeping track
of the start of the article by keeping a nger at the rst page	 They may then read the summary
and the headings and subheadings trying to get a feel for the length and structure of text and
diagrams under each heading	 If after this process the article appears particularly interesting
or relevant they may photocopy it and then personalise that copy	 Personalising an article may
consist of some or all of the following actions	
  Highlighting headings and subheadings

Figure  The thumbnail feature in Exchange
  Highlighting important or useful ideas and main concepts perhaps using a colour code
  Adding notes in margins
  Circling important words
  Underlining important sentences	
At the same time as performing the above actions they may read the article	 They may not
manage to read the entire paper in one sitting	 When they decide to stop they may leave the
photocopy open at the page they have reached or make some mark on the copy to indicate where
they stopped reading	 In addition to marking the photocopy some readers make separate notes
possibly grouped under the same headings as used in the article	
When users look back at the paper their personalisations give it added value for them	 They
probably dont give the paper added value for anyone else and if colleagues ask to look at the
paper users may wish they had remembered to take two photocopies and left one pristine	
These procedures have their equivalent in the study of online articles as described below	
 Saving and Printing Documents
As indicated above if readers are interested in studying a particular journal article in some detail
they will probably require their own local copy which they can read and annotate online	 They
may also want to produce a hard copy	
Saving hypertext documents involves determining what information to save and if information
is dynamic what version to save	 Similar decisions need to be made when producing hard copies	
Mosaic allows the user to save the current document to a local le in one of several formats

plain text prettyformatted text raw HTML or PostScript	 There is also an option to send the
document to a local printer in one of these same formats	

Guide provides the user with various options for saving documents	 In the prototype system
the Save and Print menu items shown in Figure  have been tailored so that choice of the Save
item results in the Guide source le being saved along with any edits or annotations added by the
user	 The Print option dumps the current view of the le with the current settings of buttons
to an ASCII le	 Guide does not place great emphasis on WYSIWYG paper output so this is a
fairly crude version	 It is however fairly simple to translate a Guide source le into a format such
as LaTeX if a higher quality formatted printout is required	
Acrobat places more emphasis on high quality output than do Guide or Mosaic	 The PDF le
may be sent to a PostScript printer although the hardcopy output will not of course include
any hypertext features that were in the original PDF le	
 Editing Articles
Both Guide and Mosaic allow the user to save and edit their own versions of documents	 Acrobat
di
ers from Guide and Mosaic in that although users may alter the hypertextual features they
may not alter the underlying formatted text	
The method of authoring the initial document also varies between the systems	 As already
described the original Acrobat document may be developed in one of a variety of formats which
is then converted into PDF using the PDFWriter or Distiller	 As mentioned in Section 	 if
a PostScript version is available hypertext features may be added before conversion to PDF	
Alternatively such features may be included via the WYSIWYG Exchange interface	
In contrast Guide incorporates an authoring tool which provides one simple interface for both
editing text and adding hypertext structure	 This is available to both readers and original authors	
Similarly with Mosaic the author can directly edit the HTML le although as already noted
HTML authoring tools require some improvement 	
  Annotations
The ability to annotate journal articles may be useful in various situations	 For example referees
or editors may wish to include comments for document authors and individual readers may wish
to annotate documents as they read them	
This facility is provided in Acrobat by the note tool	 This is positioned to the left of the links
tool in the tool bar	 Once the tool has been activated the position of a note on a document page
is chosen by a click of the mouse button	 This opens a resizable note window as illustrated in
Figure 	 Text can then be entered in the window which on closing appears as a small note
icon	
In a similar fashion Mosaics Annotate window allows users to create annotations which are
inlined as hypertext links at the end of the document	 Annotations can be edited andor deleted
at any time	 Currently all annotations are personal
 they are stored in the users local lesystem
and are not accessible to other users	 However there are plans to support workgroup and public
annotations	 The Annotate feature provides some exibility	 The author and title elds of the
annotations may be customised other les may be included and the annotation may be moved
from its default position at the bottom of the document	 If used on a suitable platform audio
annotations are possible	
Again there is no equivalent builtin feature of Guide but annotations may be implemented
in a number of ways	 As illustrated in Figure  the prototype allows the user to insert eas
ily recognisable annotation buttons and to step through the annotations in a document	 The
Annotation menu item inserts an annotation button and Find annotation moves to the rst
or next annotation in the document	 Guide allows the user to edit the text of the document freely
and to save the updated version but the annotation mechanism in the prototype encourages a
disciplined way of doing this	 It is possible to save items in di
erent contexts in di
erent layers
so annotations could be saved separately to the main view	

Figure  The Exchange Note Tool




er several advantages over current electronic journals
 their conventions
are familiar they make good use of human reading skills they are easily portable and they can
be read in the bath	 Thus if electronic journals are to be accepted by users they will need to add
value to the journal concept beyond that currently o
ered by the paperbased journal	
As demonstrated by the CAJUN and MUSE projects and by the Guide prototype all three
systems have the potential to act as a vehicle for electronic journals	 Each has particular strengths
and weaknesses	
Of the three systems the facilities and display provided by Acrobat most directly relate to
the paper equivalent	 Acrobat retains the concept of a page and apart from any superimposed
hypertext features its layout is identical to the paper printout	 These similarities are emphasised
in the CAJUN project
 components such as editorial information indexes and articles are in the
same relative position as they appear in hardcopy	 These conventions help readers make the
transition from paper to electronic format	
However the introduction of electronic journals provides the opportunity to introduce new
conventions	 The MUSE project moves further away from the conventions of the paper copy	 For
example there is no concept of a page and no explicit keyword index	 Instead of the latter search
facilities are used to provide a more exible method of indexing	 This reduces the potential work
required in preparing a journal issue	
The workload involved in preparing articles for distribution is a key factor in determining
what facilities can practically be provided	 Another example is the use of Acrobat bookmarks	
Presetting these may take a considerable time	 Features which are developed by the system
automatically such as Mosaic window histories may be more practical	
Exploration of Guide as a vehicle for electronic journal provision is at an earlier stage than is the
study of Acrobat and Mosaic software	 However it is already clear that for this application Guide
is more exible in several respects	 In particular its hypertext features are more sophisticated	
As a result it is possible to customise Guide applications so that they are appropriate for use in
electronic journal provision	 This provides an opportunity to improve on the methods currently
employed to browse and study paperbased journals	
Mosaic is designed to facilitate navigation and searching across documents	 In contrast Acro
bat Version  concentrates on the provision of features to aid navigation within a single document	
Guide is suciently exible to be of use in inter or intradocument navigation and study	 For e
cient provision of electronic journals this exibility may be vital	 At di
erent points in the process
of accessing browsing and studying electronic journal articles the same system features may be
required to operate on local and remote les	 This is illustrated in the diculty of providing an
adequate browsing capability that can replicate the manual operation in speed and exibility	
An area which requires further consideration is the saving and printing of journal articles	
This is of particular relevance as journal articles are likely to be accessed or sent from a distance
possibly at frequent intervals and the user may well require a paper copy	 Of the three systems
Acrobat provides the highest quality output	 However it is more limited in that it is not possible
to edit the text of Acrobat les	 It could be argued that this is an advantage from the point of view
of the original authors and that the facility to annotation papers is all that should be provided to
a reader	
One of the main drawbacks to all three systems is that as yet documents do not contain an
embedded viewer	 The reader needs access to Acrobat Exchange or Reader software or requires
the appropriate Mosaic or Guide setup on site	
Features in di
erent systems need not be identical	 After all journals are not homogeneous
in layout or function
 di
erent journals may require di
erent access browse and study facilities	
Whichever systems are used however general conventions need to be developed for the electronic
presentation of journals and their constituent articles	 This paper has illustrated how some of
these conventions may be translation into relevant features in Acrobat Mosaic and Guide	
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